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Abstract. We show that one can associate a letter of a finite alphabet with each lattice-point of 
the n-dimensional space so that an rth power-free word corresponds to each straight line of the 
space. This result is obtained as a consequence of the existence of bi-infinite words on finite 
alphabets which are rth power-free together with a certain class of their subwords. An analogous 
property is obtained for some avoidable sets of patterns. 
Rey words. rth power-free words, avoidable patterns. 
1. Introduction 
The construction of infinite unrepetitive words constitutes atopic in combinatorics 
on words since the works of Thue [ 10, 111. This 
. . . a_,aQa1a2. . . such that the su sequences l l . GkQiQi+kQi+2k. . . 
are rth power-free for all i in the ring Z of relative in 
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We show that if r is a rational exponent larger than 1 and S is the 
complement of a nonnull ideal of 2, then there effectively exists a bi-in 
with the previous property on a sufficiently large alphabet. 
This result allows the effective construction of the following n-dimensional 
configuration: we associate with each lattice-point of the n-dimensional space a 
letter of a finite alphabet so that the sequences of the letters corresponding to the 
points which lie on a same straight line are rth power-free words (where r is a fixed 
rational exponent larger than 1). 
Moreover, we show that if r is not larger than 2, then the minimal number of 
letters required by a configuration with the previous property grows exponentially 
with respect o the dimension n of the considered space. 
In the last section we consider multidimensional configurations which avoid 
certain sets of patterns. 
More precisely, we show that one can associate with each lattice-point of the 
n-dimensional space a letter of a finite alphabet so as to obtain on each straight 
line a bi-infinite word which avoids all the avoidable patterns defined on a three-letter 
alphabet. A similar result is also obtained for a set of patterns Lk properly containing 
the set of ‘doubled words of mesh k’ which has been shown to be avoidable in [l]. 
These results lead us to conjecture that a similar property is true for all avoidable 
patterns and, more generally, for all avoidable sets of patterns. 
2. Prehminaries 
Let A* be the free monoid generated by the alphabet A. The length of a word 
w E A* is denoted by Iwl. alph( w) is the set of letters of A which occur in w. 
A bi-infirtite word on the alphabet A is an application 
We also use the notation u = ( Q,)~~=. All words of the form 
ai+iQi+2 l l l Qi+k 
k E N) are called factors of the bi-infinite word a 
r> I. be a rational number. We denote by [r] the largest integer less than or 
equal to r. A (finite or infinite) word is said to be r-th power-free if it has no factor 
form (uu)% with lul a (r - [ r])luul and UD nonempty. 
We now introduce the notion of S-avoidable power. Let S be a subset of 
denote by F( r, S, A) the set of bi-infinite words o = (u&~~ on the alphabet A, which 
satisfy the following property: for all s E S and for all i E Z, the bi-infinite word 
(ai+ns)nEZ is rth power-free. 
) is the set of bi-infinite rth power-free words on A. 
, we say that rt owers are S-atloidubles on the alp/k&et 
owers are S-uvo $Ies if they are S-avoidables on some 
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Let us now consider an application a : is an alphabet. We say 
rEz is a line of a if there exist i,, i2,. . . , i,,, k,, 
b,=a(i,+tk,,i2+tkz,...,i,,+tk,,) forall tE 
gccI(ki, kz,. . ., it,,)= 1. 
This definition is motivated by the following fa<,t: astraight line of 
at least two lattice-points has a parametric representation of the form 
x,,=$,+hk,, (h=1,2,...,n) 
with ins JQ,EZ andgcd(k,,k*,..., k) = I. Therefore, a line of a is the sequence of 
the letters corresponding to the lattice-points which lie on a straight line of the 
n-dimensional space. 
Finally, we recall the notion of avoidable pattern. Let A and B be two alphabets, 
w E A*, u E B*. u is said to be a substitution instance of w if there exists a nonerasing 
morphism h : A* + B* such that u = h(v). A (finite or infinite) word auoi& the 
pattern ~br if none of its factors is a substitution instance of w. w is said to be an 
Ze pattern if there exist a finite alphabet B and arbitrarily long words on the 
alphabet B which avoid w. Similarly, a set of words e is an avoidable set of patterns 
if there exist a finite alphabet B and arbitrarily long words on B which simultaneously 
avoid all the patterns of L. 
We notice that an algorithm which decides whether a given word is an avoidable 
pattern has been given in [I]. 
3. S-avoidability 
In this section, we study the family of subsets S of Z such that ath powers are 
S-avoidables (r being a fixed rational number). 
It is evident hat this family is stable for subsets. The following proposition shows 
that it is stable also for the operations of finite union and dilatation 
Propsitioo 3.1. Let R and S be two subsets of E and r, q two rational numbers such 
thatr>l andq#O. 
(i) pf r-th powers are R-avoidables and S-avoidables, then they are ( 
avoidables. 
(ii) If r-th powers are R-avoidables and T = qR n h = (m E Z 1 q-‘m E 21, then r-th 
powers are T-avoidables. 
In the hypothesis of (i) there exist two finite alphabets A and B and two 
bi-infinite words 
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Let c = ( c”)“~* be the bi-infinite word on the alphabet C = A x B defined by c, = 
(u,, b,). One has c E F( r, R u S, C). Indeed, for all i E Z, s E R u S, at least one of 
the words (ai+,&+ and (bi+ns)ncZ is rth power-free. This proves (i). 
To establish (ii), it is sufficient to show that if A is a finite alphabet and 
(u,,),,~~ E F(r, R, A), then the bi-infinite word d = (d,),,+ defined by d, = ucq-~nl 
belongs to F(r, T, A). But, for all t E T, i E 8, one has 
where j = [q-l i], s = q-‘t E R and therefore, (di+,,)nez is rth power-free. Cl 
If m and n are integers, we write ml n or m/n to denote respectively that m is 
or is not a divisor of n. Moreover, rest( n, m) is the rest of the euclidean division of 
n by m. 
We state the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.2. Let p be a positive prime, m a nonnegative integer and 
DeJine the bi-infinite word a = (a,),,z by 
I rest( n, p2(m+1)) if pmt.’ f n, a, = P Wm+l) + rest( fi, p2tm+l)) if n= ptm+‘)‘fi, t > 1, p(m+l)f g; 
&=P %m+l)+ 1. 
‘Ihen, a E F( 1 + I/p”, Z\pZ, A). 
Since for all r > 1 one has r > 1 + I/p” for a sufficiently large m, the previous 
lemma implies that if S is the complement of a prime ideal of P, then F(r, S, A) is 
nonempty, provided A is a sufficiently large alphabet. Later we shall see that the 
hypothesis of primality can be removed. 
roof ma 3.2. Suppose the statement is false. Then there are i E B, k E Z\pZ, 
r, s EN+ such that 
&Qi+k l l l &+(s-1)k = Qi+rkQi+(r+l)k 9 l l &+(r+s-l)k, s > r/p”. (0 
If ai = Qi+& > p2(m+1’, then, by the definition of a one has that pm+‘/ i and 
pmf’/i + rk If on the other hand Qi = Qj+& cp2(m+1), then one has that 
rest( i, p2(m+1)) = rest(i + rk p2(m+1)). 
In both cases, since p f k, one obtains that pm+‘jr. ence, we can set 
r=p (m+l)nF (2) 
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By (1) and (2) one derives s ~p(m+‘)(n-l)+l and therefore, there exists a jc 
{ii+/&..., i + (S - l)k} such that j = p(m+l)(n-l)(mod p(m+l)cn-l’+l). Hence, one has 
j=p(m+lJtn-l)(l+zp), 
j+rk=p (m+l)(n-ly 1+ zp +pm+lik) 9 
for some 2 E Z. 
In view of these relations, from the definition of u, one obtains 
rest( 1 + zp, p21m+‘)) = rest(1 + zp +pm+‘rk JJ*(~+‘)). 
Hence, one derives that p m+l/ T;k. This is a contradiction, since we have supposed 
that p+k and p”+‘+F. Cl 
Remark. The word u defined in the previous lemma can be obtained by iteration 
of a morphism. More precisely, one could show that if h : A* + A* is the morphism 
defined by 
h(n) = Clp”l+lnap”‘+‘n+l . . . . ap”l+yn+l)-l if n < P*(~~+~), 
n12...p”+‘-1 if n > P*(~+‘), 
then Al coincides with the unique bi-infinite word (&)neZ such that 
6_p(“+&.p(“+~)‘+, . . . b/p+~)‘-, = h’(a_,)h’(ao) 
for all r > 0. 
From Lemma 3.2, for p = 2, m = 0 one derives the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.3. If S is the set of odd integers, then squares are S-avoidables on a 
four-letter alphabet. 
Remark. One can ask whether there exists an infinite subset S of Z such that squares 
are S-avoidables on a three-letter alphabet. The answer is affirmative. For instance, 
one could show that if 6 = (6,),,z is defined by 
b-13nb -13”+1 l l l b 13 n = h”(a6) for all na0, 
where h : {a, b, c}* + {a, 6, c}* is the Leech morphism [6] induced by 
h(a) = abcbacbcabcba, h(b) = bzacbacabcacb, 
h(c) = cabacbabcabac, 
E F(2, { 13” 1 n 3 0}, (a, 6, c}). 
can easily show that, for all nonempty subsets of Z, squares are not 
S-avoidables on a binary alphabet. On the contrary, the 
[8, IO] can be shown to belong to 
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Another consequence of Lemma 3.2 is the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.4. For all rational numbers r > 1, there exists a bi4nfinite r-th power-free 
word on a Jinite alphabet. 
We notice that for all r > i there exists a bi-infinite rth power-free word over three 
letters [S], while for all r > i there exists a bi-infinite rth power-free word over four 
letters [9]. Dejean [SJ has conjectured that if n H -5, then there exists a bi-infinite 
rth power-free word over n letters for all r > n/( n - 1). The rth power-free word 
obtained by Lemma 3.2 contains quite a larger number of distinct letters. 
Now we can state the main result of this section. 
mposition 3.5. If S is the complement of a nonnull ideal of Z and r is a rational 
number larger than 1, then r-th powers are S-avoidables. 
Proof. Let us set S = Z\ tZ, with t a positive integer. 
If t = 1, then S = 0 and the statement is trivially true. Therefore, we suppose t > 1 
and proceed by induction on t. There exist a positive prime p and a positive integer 
s such that t =ps. rth bowers are (Z\pZ)-avoidables by Lemma 3.2 and (Z\sZ)- 
avoidables by the induction hypothesis. Since S = (Z\pZ) v p(Z\sZ), we derive, by 
Proposition 3.1, that rth powers are S-avoidables. Cl 
We remark that, for all r > 1, rth powers are not (Z\(O))-avoidables. Indeed, by 
Van Der Waerden’s theorem (see, for instance, [7]), if (I = (an),E+ is a bi-infinite 
word on a finite alphabet, then there exist i, k E N, such that 
43 = Qi+k = Qi+2k = l l l = Qi+([r]+l)k- 
Therefore, (ai+nk)noZ contains the factor a\‘]+’ and so it is not rth power-free. 
. n- imensional configurations 
The main result of this section is the following proposition. 
Let r be a rational number larger than 1 and n a positive integer. 
a finite alphabet and an application QI! : Z” + B such that all the lines 
of (Y are r-th power-free. 
Let p be a positive prime. By the results of the previous section, we can find 
habe word = (an)r;E+ belonging to F( r, Z\pZ, A). 
and 
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A line of cy is a word of the form 
( Qil+rkl 9 a. lz+rk29 l ' l 9 %,+lk, tEZ 1 (3) 
i,,i2 ,..., i,,,k,,kz ,..., k,,eZandgcd(k,,k2 ,..., k,,)=l.Hence,thereexists 
a k, (lsssk) such that p+k,. 
E F(r, Z\pZ, A), we deduce that (a is+tks)r,zZ is rth power-free. Hence, also 
the line in (3) is rth power-free. Cl 
Now we shall show that, at least when r s 2, the cardinality of a minimal alphabet 
B satisfying the statement of the previous proposition grows exponentially with 
respect o n. However, the exact determination o this cardinality remains unknown. 
Proposition 4.2. Suppose 1 < r s 2 and denote by f(n) the cardinality of the minimal 
alphabet B satisfying the statement of IVoposition 4.1. Then there exists a constant k 
(depending on r) such that 3 l 2”-‘s f(n) s k” for all n 3 1. 
Proof. By the proof of Proposition 4.1, one obtains f(n) s k” where k = Card(A). 
Now, suppose n 2 2 and let B be an alphabet of cardinality f (n) and $ : 8” + B an 
application such that all its lines are rth power-free. Denote by Bi (i = 0,I) the 
image of the application pi : En-’ + B defined by 
P( i ml,m2s . . . , W-1) = P(m* 9 m2, l l l 9 mn-19 i)* 
The lines of pi are rth power-free since they are also lines of p. Hence, we have 
Card(Bi)af( n-l) (i=O, 1). 
Moreover, one has B0 n B, = 0. Otherwise, indeed, one would have 
P(m,,m, ,..., m,_,,O)=P(ti,,t& ,... fin-l,l)=b 
for some mh, fib E z (I S h G n - l), b E B and therefore, the line 6 = (br)rcz defined 
bY 
br=P(m,+t(til-m,),m2+t(tii2-m2) ,..., mn_,+t(&-,-mn-,), t) 
would contain the factor bob, = b2. But this is impossible since 6 must be rth 
power-free. Hence we have 
f(n)=Card(B)BCard(BO)+Card(B,)z2f(n-1) (ns2). 
It is well known that f (1) = 3. Therefore, by the previous relations, one obtains 
f(n)a3.2”-’ for all nal. q 
We notice that if r = 2, then in the proof of roposition 4.1 one can assume 
Card(A) = 4 (see Corollary 3.3). ewe, in this particula case one has the limitation 
3 l 2”~‘<f(n)G4”. 
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5. Avoidable patterns 
In this section we 
A. Carpi 
are concerned with multidimensional configurations which 
avoid some sets of patterns. Let E be a denumerable alphabet and k a positive 
integer. We set 
Lk = {W E E* (Vu E alph( w), 3x, y, z E E* such that w = xayaz, lyl< k}. 
We notice that Lk properly contains the set of ‘doubled words of mesh k’ 
introduced in [l]. 
Proposition 5.1. Let n and k be positive integers. 7hen there exist a jkite alphabet B 
and an application ar : h” + B such that all the lines of a avoid the set of patterns Lk. 
roof. It is sufficient to show that no substitution instance of a pattern of Lk is 
(1 + l/k)th power-free. In this case, indeed, the statement is satisfied by an applica- 
tion ar : Z” + B such that all its lines are (1 + l/ k)th power-free. Such an LY effectively 
exists by Proposition 4.1. 
Let u be a substitution instance of a pattern w E Lk, h a nonerasing morphism 
such that u = h(w) and a E alph( w) a letter such that h(a) is of maximal length. 
One has w = xayaz for some X, y, z E E* with Iyl< k and therefore, 
u = h(x)h(a)h(y)h(a)h(z). (4) 
By the maximality of 1 h( a)l, one has 
Ih( c lavl lh<dI s ~lhb)l, 
ihat is, lh( a)1 2 Ih( ay)l/ k Hence, by (4) one deduces that u is not (I + I/ k)th 
power-free. 0 
A straightforward consequence of Proposition 5.1 is the following corollary. 
Corollary 5.2. Lk is an avoidable set of patterns. 
osition 5.3. Let n be a positive integer and A a three-letter alphabet. Siren there 
extst a finite alphabet B and an application QI :Z” + B such that all the lines of a avoid 
the set of patterns 
P = {w E A* 1 w is an avoidable pattern). 
roof. Similarly to the proof of Proposition 5.1, it is sufficient o show that if w E P, 
then no substitution instance of w is zth power-free. 
Let us look at A as a subset of the alphabet E defined before. One easily verifies 
that if w is sufficiently long, then a factor of w is in Lq. 
m given in [1], one can verify that the only av 
no factor in ame of the letters) is abacbab. 
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If w has a factor in L,, then proceeding as in the proG of Proposition 5.1 one 
obtains that no substitution instance of w is $th power-free. 
‘IO complete the proof, it is therefore sufficient to show that no substitution 
instance of the word abacbab is $th power-free. But a substitution instance of abacbab 
is a word of the form u = xyxzyxy with x, y and z- nonempty words. If 1x13 Iyl, then 
one has 1x1 >$1~~1. Since xyx is a factor of U, we *deduce that u is not 5th power-free. 
If, on the contrary, Iyl> 1x1, then one has lyl> !Iyxl an therefore u is not ith 
power-free since yxy is a factor of u. Cl 
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